6.A.1 Letter from the pilot of the presidential Falcon, January 28, 1994
Missiles threatening the security of the Falcon’s flights

Kigali 2/28/94
Dear
With the RPF at CND, that is to say, 1 km from Tuir, and with the bias from the UN alias
UNAMIR which you are aware of, we are fairly certain that there are missiles, SAM 7 and others,
that threaten us on our flights from … 50. Already, the RPF has denoted a 1 km circle around the
CND … as a forbidden zone. They prevented Air France from taking off on the 28th, the
aeroclub doesn’t fly anymore, and we are called to order every time we climb to make jumps
commanded by the Belgian C130 … .
Therefore, I am writing to you. Do you remember the missiles that they had in the north when
they attacked Islander and the helicopter ? Could you give me the specs (?) of those missiles?
CUSSAC talked about SA7, but said there were never any SA16.
… As for the altitude we should keep (in Kigali you have to take into account the 5000 meters
of topographic altitude into account). Range? Can our flights be detected from CND? What can
we do to avoid being taken?
With
, we are studying the faults, and arrived at a low altitude in December with 10
visibility to the right into the valley, via the … 5 … REBERO, we are hidden by the hill on the
way back. We made that trip on Sunday with the president. They were surprised, but realized
that there was danger and that we were worried.
We are going to study an arrival from a high altitude. ┴ Nov. 200 and broken through, normal
reduced ILS. Headlights are out. I do not know if it’s functional. Might you know some hunters
who would have solutions to this kind of problem? There is, actually, a solution: it’s to retire. I
think that it will end like that because there is no future here. They are in the midst of
Burundizing themselves, rapidly. The RPF is concentrating the heavy artillery near TUMBA, the
UN (like the GOM before it) sees nothing. Whole families are massacred from both sides here in
Kigali, just like in BUJUMBURA. In the hills nothing is happening yet except in BUTARE,
where, during a protest, they killed the leader of the CDR. The RPF succeeded in getting the
HUTUS to kill each other (1 minister and the head of the CDR) and is laughing fit to burst; they
are doing whatever they like: they recruit young TUTSIS, whether they agree to it or not, they
load them up at night, hide at the CND, and when the package is large enough, they deliver it to
the demilitarized zone, escorted by UNAMIR. Does this …? As for the government, whose base
has been enlarged, they don’t quite have the complete majority in the National Assembly yet or
the ministers they want: so there is a deadlock. Obviously, it’s always the fault of the President,
QED!!! The HUTUS are still yielding like always and sleeping like always, until when?? In
ZAIRE, as well as in north KIVU (the border with Uganda), there is a TUTSI refugee zone,
where they are 80%. There is ethnic cleansing to rectify the remaining 20%. They are already
redistributing their land. It is the same powder keg on the LUBUMBACHI side. The great
TUTSILAND is on its way.
All the best
Jean Pierre

